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ABSTRACT
Change and different situations occur everywhere and to everyone. They occur to organisations nation and the world. These changes and situations can be planned or unplanned. They can be positive or negative. The changes and situations that happen at home can affect the performance of an employee at work. The changes and situations that happen at work can also affect an employee at home. The thrust of this paper is to assist those who could have been faced by changes and different situations. It points to how best they can handle them through the weapon called the positive mindset. The inner and the outer circle model as well as emotional intelligence help in setting up that positive mindset.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Kotter (1996:3) avers that “the amount of significant, often traumatic change in organisations has grown tremendously over the past two decades”. Many psychologists, especially industrial psychologists who are experts in either psychology or human capital management, maintain that motivation and development are close allies of manpower planning (Marume et al, 2016). To date, major change efforts have helped some organisations adapt significantly to shifting conditions, have improved the competitive standing of other and have positioned a few for a far better future. But on too many situations the improvements have been disappointing and the change has been appalling with wasted resources and burned out scared or frustrated employees (Kotter, 1996:4). Having so many life experiences and being faced by different incidents and observing how others were really being affected positively and negatively by some changes and situations, we decided to come up with this article.

2. PURPOSE OF THE ARTICLE
The purpose of the article is to demonstrate how we can have a positive mindset in dealing with changes and situations.

3. WHAT IS CHANGE?
Robbins and Coulter (2005:360) define organisational change as “any alterations in people structure, or technology”. Mullins (1999: 821) observes that change is a pervasive influence. Organizations are also subject to continual change of one form or another. Change is an inescapable past of both social and organisational life”. Nickles (2000:1) advocates that toss out the rule book change by
definition calls for a configured response, not adherence to prefigured routines. There are three kinds of companies, those that make things happen, those that watch things happen and those that wonder what has happened (Anonymous). Peters and Waterman (1982) argue that “great companies are all driven by changing pressures in the market place”. Kolter (2005: 1) observed that “the future is not ahead of us. It had already happened. Unfortunately, it is unequally distributed among companies, industries and nations”. Louis Pasteur posits that “change favours the prepared”. All these quotations talk about change and change management.

If change is not handled well, it can lead to negative moods and emotions. There are also some changes that can bring joy, excitement and improvements. There is need for the appropriate mindset to deal with those changes.

4. THE MINDSET

Mindset is the ideas and attitudes with which a person approaches a situation, especially when these are seen as being difficult to alter (Collins English Dictionary, 2010). Mindset is a simple idea that makes all the difference. It was discovered by world–renowned Stanford University Psychologist Carol Dweck in decades of research on achievement and success. Dweck (2006). Dweck (2006) alludes that there are two categories (growth mindset versus fixed mindset) that can group individuals based on their behavior, specifically their reaction to failure. Those with a “fixed mindset” believe that abilities are mostly innate and interpret failure as the lack of necessary basic abilities, while those with a “growth mindset” believe that they can acquire any given ability provided they invest effort or study. Argyris (2004) opines that there are two dominant mindsets in organisations: the productive mindset and the defensive mindset. The productive mindset seeks out valid knowledge that is testable. The productive reasoning mindset creates informed choices and makes reasoning transparent. The defensive mindset, on the other hand, is self-protective and self-deceptive. When this mindset is active, people or organisations only seek out information that will protect them. Truth can be shut out when it is seen as threatening. The defensive mindset may lead to learning based on false assumptions or prevent learning altogether.

5. HANDLING THE NEGATIVE CHANGE AND DIFFERENT SITUATIONS

Negatives changes and different situations can affect individuals, organisations and nations. It is the right mindset that make these people, organisations and nations succeed or effectively able to deal with their situations. In order to help us have the appropriate mindset, we can use the outer and the inner circle model. This model was developed through the experiences of the authors.

**Figure 1: The outer and inner circle model**

The inner circle is made up of changes, things and circumstances that we can control. In that regard we need to work on how we can deal with that change, thing or situation as we have control over it.
These changes, things and situations might be inside our families or organisations. The outer circle is made up of changes, things and situations in our life that we have no control over for example death. There are a lot of forces of change and situations that we can experience that we do not have control over. It is the mindset that needs to be correctly positioned to handle these changes and situations.

In order to deal with negative change or any other situation, there is need to identify which category do that change or situation fall under, if it is in our inner circle, we can easily manage it but if it falls under the outer circle, then we need to just accept and move on. We are not saying one does not need to grief when there is a subtraction of one of the family members. One should not allow the grief to lead to stress and depression thereby affecting our health and taking away more life. The inner and outer circle model should assist us dealing with our situations. There is need to identify the situation that we cannot change and accept it as well as finding how best we can deal with the situation that can be changed. It is therefore imperative to manage. The inner circle and the outer circle model helps us in managing our moods and emotions as well in dealing with change and different situations.

6. MOOD

A mood is feeling of the state of mind (Jones and George, 2011:116). When one is positive mood, he/she feels excited, active and enthusiastic as well as elated. This actually increases performance. The opposite occurs when one is in negative mood. He she feels distressed, fearful, hostile, jittery and nervous. This actual have negative connotation to performance.

7. EMOTIONS

Emotions are intense feelings than moods, are often linked to whatever caused the emotion and are more short-lived (Jones and George, 2011:116). Certain changes and situations affect emotions. These emotions can as well be negative or positive. The positive once might make someone increase performance or can hinder performance. Take for instance when one wins lots of money through lotto. That person can actually have emotions that distract his performance. Destruction of performance particularly occurs due negative emotions and they really affect relationships with others.

8. EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Williams (2011:344) delineates that “emotional intelligence is the ability to cope, to empathize with others and to be self motivated”. Robbins and Coulter (2009:312) proffer that emotional intelligence (EI) is the ability to notice and manage emotional cues and information. Jones and George (2011:117:118) aver that in understanding the effects of managers’ and all employees’ moods and emotions, it is important to take into account their levels of emotional intelligence. They go on to say that emotional intelligence is the ability to understand and manage one’s own moods and emotions and the moods and emotions of other people. This understanding helps us to tell how we are feeling and why are we feeling that way and ask to understand how someone is feeling and why is he feeling that way. Understanding our feelings will make us able to control our moods and emotions. This will make us not go to extremes and even affect our performance. It will also enable to develop empathy, when we understand the moods and emotions of others we will be in a better position to work with them. This will avoid conflict.

Psychology Today (2016) postulates that emotional intelligence is the ability to identify and manage your own emotions and the emotions of others. It is generally the following skills:

- **Emotional awareness**, including the ability to identify your own emotions and those of others;
- **Self management**, the ability to manage your own emotions and impulses able to harness emotions
- **Self motivation**, ability to persist in the face of setbacks and failures
- **Empathy**, the ability to sense and be in the same shoes on how other are feeling. It includes the ability to cheer up or calm down another person.
- **Social Skills**, ability to handle the emotions of others.

There is need for the application of emotional intelligence when affected with changes and circumstances. Lack of emotional intelligences destructs relationships and chase away clients. Emotional intelligence also helps us dealing with the social media. It is not wise for everyone in the world to see and read your moods and emotions. Emotional intelligence will make us know what to put and not what to put on social media.

9. CONCLUSION

The correct mindset will help us deal with change and circumstances in our lives and organisations. The model of inner and outer circle helps us control our moods and emotions. The application of emotional intelligence facilitates comfortable working relation, progressive families, organisations and nations.
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